WORLD CLASS PRODUCTION SERVICES

FILM PRODUCTION VIDEO
PRODUCTION TOTAL VIDEO
POST PRODUCTION 3D AUDIO
PRODUCTION DIGITAL & INTERACTIVE
MULTI-LANGUAGE VOICEOVERS SOUND
DESIGN SONIC BRANDING
BKP FILM OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF VIDEO PRODUCTION & POST SERVICES

BKP Video full-service production company with extensive experience in creating film for the UAE and the GCC market.

Our focus has always been to tell honest, authentic stories in compelling narratives, on film.

Our business was born in Dubai, where we believe the most remarkable stories can be told.

Over the years, we have worked with the highest levels of the UAE government and luxury brands to tell captivating stories to the world.

Come and meet the team, see our work and explore the story together.
our new colour grading suite now open for business
Video Production
Video Editing
Colour Grading
Motion Graphics
Visual Effects
360-Degree Videos
3d Animation
A RESPECTED & ESTABLISHED HISTORY

We are a world class leading Audio, Video, Music and Content Production Company based in Dubai.

With more local and international awards than any other company in the region, and with a wealth of International Producers, Directors, Composers, Sound Engineers, Creatives, Editors and DOPS, we have become internationally recognized with a reputation of excellence dating back to the 1970s in London.

Since the late 1990s we have been established in the Middle East and have been accredited for creating some of the most memorable and recognizable productions throughout the region.
WORLD-CLASS AUDIO PRODUCTION

Whether you need a radio advert, a jingle, some original music for your TVC, opening music for your event, a message on hold recording, a voice over in any language or even just a chat about how to make your brand come alive through the creative use of audio and music, get in touch, and you can be assured you are dealing with the market leader.

Having created original music scores for blockbuster hits, to huge orchestral arrangements and adaptations of national anthems our in-house composers and audio engineers are the best in the business.

OUR RECORDING STUDIOS

BKP Group has 7 state of the art sound recording studios in dubai, which are staffed by a full time team of international sound engineers and composers.
Sonic Branding
Radio Production
Original Music Composition
Sound Design
Surround Pre-Mixing 5.1
IVR
Location Sound Recording
Music & Sound Design for Events
International Voice Over Library
We are the people behind the iconic, memorable sonic branding of some of the region’s biggest and best known names, including Du, Dnata, Etisalat, the Dubai Metro, Mubadala, One TV and Toshiba.
We also produced the official version of what is perhaps the UAE’s most definitive sonic brand - its National Anthem.
VOX Arabia is the leading and only voice over casting platform in the Middle East that is solely for building a database of professional voice over talents.

 Owned and created by BKP Group, VOX Arabia has quickly become a epicenter for any client or business local or international that is looking for Arabic Voice overs.

 www.voxarabia.com
THANK YOU